ABSTRACT

MAPPING AND ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTION LOCATION SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUBLIC AND PRIVATE IN THE DISTRICT OF PESAWARAN IN 2015
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Distribution of High School public and private in the district of Pesawaran based districts, is not currently mapped conventionally or digitally. This study aims to map and analyze the distribution of the absolute location, describe patterns of distribution, calculate the distance and degree of accessibility from high school Public and Private in the District Of Pesawaran 2015. This research uses descriptive method. Subjects were throughout high school Public and Private in the District Of Pesawaran totaling 19 schools, the object of research is the study of geography concerning the absolute location, pattern of distribution, distance and accessibility. Data collection is done by means of documentation and observation.

The results could be known and analyzed that, 1) the distribution pattern from high school Public and Private in the District Of Pesawaran 2015 classified into random patterns by calculating nearest neighbor analysis techniques derived value of $T = 1.65$, 2) average distance every high school Public and Private in the District Of Pesawaran with settlements obtained for 7.08 km categorized away, 3) accessibility of settlements to high school Public and Private in the District of Pesawaran categorized by the average distance indicators - average category is far and conditions the average - average good category. Based on the results of this study concluded that, the distribution pattern, distance, and level of accessibility can be mapped easily and accurately.
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